


● We consult with faculty about any aspect of your teaching, 
including course design, equitable & inclusive teaching practices, 
A.I., interpreting student feedback, job market materials, …

● Our Learning Lab collaborates with faculty to develop creative 
assignments, often involving media and technology

● We help create community around teaching

● We offer a range of professional development opportunities for 
graduate students
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Three Big Questions about Teaching

1. What do our students want and expect from our courses?

2. What do you want to achieve in your teaching?

3. How can you build a network that supports you and helps you 
develop as a teacher?



1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

To learn;
to succeed

To be seen;
to belong



1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

Agency
Can I make choices 
about my learning?

Value
Do I value what I’m 

learning?

Expectancy
Do I believe that I can 

succeed?

Environment
Am I being supported in 

my learning?

Lovett et al, 2023. How Learning Works: 8 Research-Based Principles for Smart Teaching



1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

● Form groups of ~3.
● Each group will be assigned one of the four motivators: Expectancy, 

Environment, Agency, or Value.
● Read your case study and brainstorm 1–2 ways the instructor could 

activate your motivator more effectively.
● Brainstorm additional ways that you—or any instructor—can activate your 

motivator to engage students.
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1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

Expectancy
Do I believe that I can 

succeed?

● Align course material, activities, and assignments with the goals 
of the course

● Provide frequent, low-stakes opportunities for students to get 
feedback on their learning

● Make it clear what success looks like: provide rubrics and 
feedback

● Cultivate a growth mindset
● Share effective study strategies



Two effective study strategies

Retrieval Practice

Study StudyStudy
Massed 
(crammed)

StudyStudyStudySpaced

Spaced Learning



1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

Environment
Am I being supported in 

my learning?

● Create group agreements about participation, inclusivity, and 
accountability

● Include activities to help students get to know each other
● Take the time to get to know your students as individuals
● Include group work; provide guidance on working in groups
● Offer constructive feedback



1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

Agency
Can I make choices 
about my learning?

● Let students choose a topic for an assignment (e.g. paper, 
project)

● Let students choose the format for an assignment (within 
constraints)

● Invite students to suggest a reading for the class
● Let students collectively choose a topic for the last class 

session(s)



1. What do our students want and expect from our 
courses?

Value
Do I value what I’m 

learning?

● Ask students about their interests and goals
● Show relevance to students’ lives (academic, personal, or 

professional)
○ Ask students to reflect on how what they are learning 

connects with their life
● Provide authentic, real-world activities
● Share stories of how practitioners in your field are making a 

difference in the world



2. What do you want to achieve in your teaching?

Goals

Objectives
❏  
❏  
❏

● your disciplinary identity
● your particular departmental context
● your desire to demonstrate your 

teaching “range”
● your values and priorities as someone 

entrusted with developing young 
people

● …

Some sources of goals/objectives:



2. What do you want to achieve in your teaching?

● Return to your group of ~3.
● Use the questionnaire to access your “chapter” of Fields of 

Concentration.
●  
●  
●   
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2. What do you want to achieve in your teaching?

Harvard College Fields of Concentration (aka the 50 Book)



2. What do you want to achieve in your teaching?

● Return to your group of ~3.
● Use the questionnaire to access your “chapter” of Fields of 

Concentration.
● Examine both the introductory narrative and the requirements.
● Complete the questionnaire.
● Share within your group what did/didn’t surprise you, and how you 

applied those insights to your goals/objectives for your own course(s).
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3. How can you build a network that supports you 
and helps you develop as a teacher?

Stephen Brookfield, Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher, 2nd ed. 
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, 2017 [1995]).



3. How can you build a network that supports you 
and helps you develop as a teacher?

Self

Students

Colleagues

Scholarship

Autobiography; journaling

Student evaluations; ongoing feedback

Peer observation; colleague conversations

Education research (SoTL/DBER); Bok!



● Take a moment to think about how you might engage with each of 
Brookfield’s four lenses. (Will you keep a teaching diary? Start a monthly 
journal club?)

● Circulate around the room, adding your ideas to each of the four posters.
● Re-circulate, placing a sticker next to any ideas you’d like to try (or to 

learn more about).
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3. How can you build a network that supports you 
and helps you develop as a teacher?



Thank you!
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